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INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with finding th® solutions to a particular type 

of partial differential equations. It will bo left up to the engineers and 

physicists to derive the actual equations which describe a physical situation.

This paper will concern itself only with the solutions to parabolic differential 

equations. ■ -

Linear partial differential equations of degree two are frequently 

classified as either elliptic, hyperbolic, or parabolic. Of these three, this 

paper is concerned only with the last. It would seem necessary to define, in 

exact terms, what is to be considered a linear PDS of degree two. If the

equation is reducable to ths form
<77
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where u is the dependent varable and the x’s the independent varables, then the

equation is linear and of degree two. Further, if all the A*s except one are 
»

-1 or all except one +1, and the exception, eg A^, Is zero and if only B^ is not 

zero, then the equation is considered parabolic. This is the definition 

presented by Caranahan (l). Some examples of the parabolic PDE as defined above

are: '
&

Equations of this typo arise principally in the study of heat flow and related

occurrances. For example:

Unsteady Heat-Conduction in one direction

z d ir . <5T

where <X is usually a constant, the thermal diffusivity of the material,



Molecular Diffusion In one direction

D re. (fc

where D is the diffusion coefficient of the material.

Assumed throughout this paper Is an understanding of partial 

differential equations, a working knowledge of matrix manipulation, and 

solution of systems of equations by matrix methods, and a familiarity with 

Taylor’s Expansion. It should be noted that throughout this paper, the 

conditions of contlnunlty and boundedness and the existence of the required 

partials of the function under consideration will be assumed to exist as 

they are needed. Also, since the approach used here is from a viewpoint 

of application to physical problems, these assumptions are not without 

basis; nature generally behaves in a contlnious and bounded manner, A 

knowledge of Basio and Fortran computer languages is also helpful.

This paper is by no means intended to be a comprehensive study of 

finite difference approaches to solving parabolic PDE. It deals only with 

Cartesian-coordinate systems; these same methods are extendable to other 

systems. It does not consider boundaries that do not conform to the shape 

of the approximating grids that will be established or what to do if the 

so called constants, eg,, B and D, are not constant. One further 

limitation is that it does not provide a general method of extending the 

presented methods into any number of dimensions. It is believed that the 

extension into two dimensions will establish the general trend, thus 

enabling the methods to be extended as needed. Instead of going into all 

the considerations mentioned above, an attempt will be made to establish 

confidence in these results.

(2)
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METHOD OF FINITE DIFFERENCES

The methods discussed in this paper will be based upon one central 

concept, that of approximating derivatives by means of finite differences. The 

finite difference equations will be derived by means of Taylor’s Expansion since 

this method also gives an approximation of the error.

Taylor’s expansion for two independent varibles x and y and one dependent 

variable u, expanded ab-?ut u(x,y) is, according to Olmsted (2)

(l) y) t- r

"■ -27/ -*■ 5 j yoy y\

Looking at the error term, Rn, the partials of u are independent of anything 

that can be varied; they andany possible upper bounds are strictly dependent 

on the function being considered. On the other hand, the size of h and g are 

th# choice of the person using the expansion. It would seem to be of some 

advantage to be able to keep track of th® error in terms of those parameters 

that can be controlled. The linear operator 0 is defined as O(f)=M*f where M 

is a constant and f is any function. * is used in this text to denote 

multiplication so as not to be confused with the variable x, Carnahan (i)used this 

operator to express the error resulting from Taylor’s approximation. The error 

can bo written as E^O(f) where f is the function of the absolute values of 

the parameters that can be varied, including their exponents but excluding 

their coefficients as these will be incorporated into M. For Taylor’s 

expansion then, Rn^E^O((/h/+/g/)n).

In order to have the difference equations in a form that is bettor 

suited for the purpose of this paper, it is necessary to define some notation.
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Let h=.:x and g=/y .->••••

xi=x xi+i=x+h=x+„;x
xp-j-x-h-x-.x
xi+a=x+ a*-, x '■ " .

yk=y yk+i=y+g=y+-y
yk-i=y-g=y-/y 
yk+b=y+ b*Jy

uitk=u(x,y).

By expanding Taylor’s expansion for ui+ptk and ui_jfkabout ui^for n=2 in 

equation (l), the two following equations can be derived, also noticing that the

y component is held constant;

= ■+ ZZX

—ax x o(^x) .

Then by rearranging the terms, these equations become 

(2) ~ f O

Again from Taylor’s expansion for and u^.^j- about the point uptk» but

this time for n=3, ad by subtracting one from the other the result is

W ~ '-(t x. •

Notice that it is possible to go as far out as n=3 and obtain the better 

(smaller) error term because the two end terms subtract off. These equations 

are known as the forward difference equation, the backward difference equation, 

and the central difference equation, respectively. It is important to point
• o

out that the central difference equation has an improved error over the other 

two. Finally it is necessary to define one more difference equation, that for 

a second ordor partial differential. This is accomplished by once again 

expanding Taylor for and u^_jtk about u^^, this time for n=^ and

adding the two. The result is
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' ! 1
In summary, the equations that were derived in this section and that will be 

used extensively throughout this paper aro

(2) ~^i,K }/a'K
(3) = (^9/< y-

Similar equations ar© derivable for

where u is dependent on y or t.

In the following sections u will be used when reference is being made 

to an oxpansion which includes the error term and therefore is exact, v will 

be used if the error term is not included and as a result is an approximation.

Zr\



EXPLICIT METHOD

Derivation

Consider any parabolic PDS of the fora

(« +o b& 6A-
as was given by the definition. Assume that some additional knowledge of 

thia equation, such as its initial and boundary conditions, are known. This 

additional information can be expressed as U(x,0)»f(x), where f(x) describes 

the condition of the PIE for any point x at time t=0, u(0,t)»go(t) and u(l,t)» 

g|(t), where go(t) and gi(t) describe the condition of the PDE at eaoh of its 

boundary edges, respectively, if the PDE is evaluated over a time inte val of 

0 to 1 and x over a distance 0 to l.1 Define J and I such that J*z7t=l and 

I*/iX=l, Then for any j and i, such that Oj-sJ and O/i^I, is a point 

between on on theboundaries described above, and at or after t«0. 3y 

substitution of equations (2) and (5) into equation (6) and evaluating at uit j, 

it becomes

ij ? +! ~'V ij?)

fly defining/'« and solving for the equaton becomes

(7) + + Darf

The change from u to v is used to distinguish between the actual value and the 

approximation.

The problem then becomes one of solving the above equation, (7), for

all the values of i and j. This is where the initial and boundary conditions

^Notioe that time and length are dimensionless and therefore can be any 
length. Latter when these methods are applied, the upper bounds will no 
longer be 1, This will be the result of a change in the systems of measure, 
eg., feet to inches.
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These three equations plus equation (7) provide enough equations to solvo for 

any point in the interval determined by I and J. The process by which these 

equations are solved is easily seen by means of a diagram.

t

to*/)/#,

zz^<
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i
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Denote by ©» all the points that

are known as a result of

equations (8,9.10).

Denote by all the points that 

must be known to find v^,j+j by 

means of equation (7).

It can readily be seen from the diagram that by starting at vj.j and proceeding 

across and then up to the next line, eventually all the points could be 

evaluated. It should also be noted that since equations (7-10) form a system 

whose soulution is an iterative process, the problem can easily be solved on 

a computer. This will be done latter.

Characteristics - .

This next section deals with how good the method really is. The first

consideration is that of convergence. Convergence deals with an ideal
/W?

situation. It tests to see what happens if .'-x and z2t are made infinetly 

small. If the approximation v, approaches the actual value u, then as far 

as convergence is concerned, the method is a good one. It is an ideal

(7)
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situation because it neglects the effects that round-off errors might have.

It can be shown^ that the explicit method will converge only if / ,

Stability is the consideration of the effects that round-off and 

approximation errors will have on the convergence of the method. It, in 

effect, deals with tho non-ideal situation. It is possible, that even 

though the error inherent in the. ><•,:. proximation decreases as and z?t 

approach zero, the still existing error could magnify itself through-out the 

nethod and cause it tcfluctuate and be of no use at all. A stable method does

not have this problem. For the method to be stable, the orror in the next 

tine level must not exceed that of the previous level. One such measure of 

this error tendency is 3 • 5 is so defined that if it is less than or equal 

to one, the method is stable. For the explicit method,

•

Since p can be any real value,only if For this value of A. the

nethod is stable.

Consistency is the final characteristic of this approximating method 

that will bo mentioned. It is closely related to the uniqueness concept of

other branches of mathamatics. A method is termed consistent If it does in

fact approximate the orginal PDS, and not some other. This concept will 

only be mentioned her© as it is usually assumed when using a particular 

nethod. This method is treated further in the appendix, as is a general 

nethod for testing the stability of a one dimensional method.

^The appendix contair.' a spscific proof for the convergence of the

one dimensional explicit method



Computer Program

In order to illustrate the explicit method, a specific problem will

be solved using that method. The problem is concerned with the diffusion of

alcohol vapors in a hollow tube. The situation is:

A hollow tube 20 cm long is initally filled with air . 
containing 2% ethyl alcohol vapors. At the bottom of 
the tube is a pool of alcohol which ovaporatos into the 
stagnant air above. The gass is maintained at a constant 
temperature of 30cC, at which temperature tho vapor 
pressure is .1 atm. At the upper end of the tube the 
concentration is essentially zero. Considering only the 
effects of molecular diffusion, determine the concentration 
of ths alcohol at various distances in the tube and at 
various times.

Molecular diffusion obeys the law

where D is the diffusion coefficient; D=,119 cm^/sec at 30°C. Th© vapor 

pressure is such that 10$ (by volume) is present in the air at the surface 

of the pool and 2$ elsewhere in th© tube.

As can be seen, this is a parabolic PDS in one dimension and therefore
9

applicable to the explicit method. Tho-initial and boundary conditions, 

according to the problem statement, are: c(x,0)=2$, c(0,t)=0.0$, and 

c(20,t)=10$. Tho tube is boing measured from the opening to the pool and x=l 

corresponds to 20cm, By examining the initial and boundary conditions, a 

conflict can be found, c(0,0)=0,0 and 2,0$, and c(20,0)=2,0 and 10,0$,

There are several ways to deal with the conflict. One is to take the average' 

of the conflicting values, another is to define these points separately, and 

another is to establish on® condition as having precedence over the others 

Whichever choice Is made, it should be the one that bast describes the
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actual physical situation. In this problem, Gerald (3) established the 

boundary conditions as having precedence over the initial conditions.

This choice was mad® because it is believed that th® vapor concentrations 

change from the initial conditions to those of the boundry conditions at 

these points so quickly, as to seem to ba the actual initial condition.

In this example, several different valuos of/'x and Z't will bo 

used to evaluate tho problem. Tho results will then show the stability 

and convergence, or lack of it. Also, a comparison to the analytic
J

solution is possible by comparison of the explicit method print out to 

that of the analytic solution. This will be done later in the paper. 

Sokoinikoff (4) givos the analytic solution to this problem as

c(x,t)=.5*x =Zil/n(zH'(-l)n*l6)*G,’,11^n t//j°0*sin(n x/20).
?}:i

As can bo seen, this is really no more than an approximation, due to the 

infinite series. The effects of changing the manner in which the conflict 

is resolved will also bo considered.

In order to illustrate the points made above, five runs were made.

In runs 1,3, and 5 the value of ,1 is less than the critical value for

convergence and stability. Those runs should accurately approximate the

the analytic solution. This can be verified by comparing the results of

the approximation to those of tho analytic solution.The difference

between the first run and the fifth, deals with how the conflict between

the initial and boundary points is resolved. As can be seen, a different

^Tho flow charts and print outs of all the programs made 
roferonce to are included in the appendix.



solution to the conflict produces different results. Finally, in run 

k, /[ is greater than the critical value, and as is to be expected, the 

method falls apart. Siraply by following a particular value of x through 

the run, it can be seen that the values fluctuate . In this run, tho 

concentration even went negative, Tho sooond run is also instable. The 

same trends ^occurred in the fourth run show up here also, but loss 

severe. Both runs are given further consideration in a later section.



IMPLICIT METHOD

Derivation

Ona of the biggest problems encountered in using the explicit method 

is the restriction put on tho size ofz?• A method which is stable and 

convergent for any value of/? would be substantially better, particularly 

when dealing with large timo spans. The implicit method is one such method.

The derivation of this method Is very similar to that of the explicit 

method. Considor the PDS of the general form givon in equation (6), Using 

the finite difference equations derived earlier, this equation becomes

-+■ £) -f-

This is exactly th© same as the explicit method except that the partials 

are evaluated at t=(j+l)**t instoad of t=j*z2t. Rearranging, the above 

equation becomes

/i {^,> AS,, j v +AS,^ 1,2 + l) + i^-u + I) -Z (0^2) •

O(dA-)^ ~ 13 [-SSi, ■? s> »

Hhich can be reduced to

</'?>/ "2 -^z; > +1 /,//-/_) +{£ 7* J - - j -

y-o

Because the orror term Z, has been Included this equation is an exact 

solution. If tho Z term is dropped, the result is ths implicit method. Again 

as in the explicit method, it is assumed that the initial and boundary

conditions are known. The implicit method, in its entirety,is:
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(11) . it c>) -- "ist/ o - ■fk'y-i) - ■$-(,!/w)

(12) ~ ’ >o
1

(13) .-v^7 , ,>2

(«) + ^_,, ,>,j =

- Z3 _£> ' ',.
By putting this nethod, as it was derived in Carnahan (1), in a diagram 

similar to that used to display the explicit method, the difference between 

the two can be seen.

J

Together, these four equations form a

Denote by & the points that 
are known as a result of 
equations (11,12,13).

Denote by % the points that 
must be known inorder to 
evaluate Vj^j+i.

system which .can most easilybe solved

by matrix routines on a computer. This apcroach will be used to solve the

problem at the end of this section.

Stability

It has been shown by P.D, Lax and R.D. Richtmyer in Survey of the 

Stability of Linear Finite Difference Equations that, provided the method 

is consistent, stability is a necessary and sufficient condition for 

convergence. At this time, the method will be assumed to bo consistent. The 

consistency of the implicit method is considered in the appendix. By using 

the stability method presented in the appendix, it can bo shown that the 

value of for the implicit method is determined by the following equation



J=l/(l+4* //BZ*sin2(;£<x/2)). . '

As & result, it is easily shown that this method is stable, and as a 

result, convergent fot all values of/"'*

Computer program

In order to illustrate the implicit method and its improvement 

over the explicit method, the same problem concorning the diffusion of 

alchol vapors will again be solved. It should ba noted that in this 

program, matrix routines will be used to solve th® resulting system of 

equations. For this particular problem, the. algorithm becomes

71 <vi+i. J+l+( -2-. 119//)vi, j+i=vi.i, j+l )=-. 119vi,

In runs 2,3,4, and 5. the same values wore used as in the 

explicit solution; that Is the same values of /jx, Z’t, and /) were used 

in each run. It should also be noted, that this method avoids the 

problem of the conflietingboundary and initial conditions. An orror 

analysis of this solution will be carried out in detail latter.

(l4)



BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The boundary conditions that were used in the explicit and Implicit

nethods to solve the PDE were Just one type that could occur. Gerald (3)

presented an alternative condition; S-'T or
S>^C4 (.'2-, sf-)“

6

In these conditions, the first partial of the distance variable is known rather 

than the value of the point itself. In order to use the methods described 

earlier, lt is necessary to find the values of these boundary points. The 

nethod used here is to equate the known function to the forward or backward 

difference equation and solve for vq_j or vj,j» respectively. The result is

Substituting these values into the previous nethods whenever vq,j and vj*j 

appear, results in a slightly modified method which can then be solved.

(15)
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EXTENSION INTO TWO DIMENSIONS

Consider a PDE of tho form

- B
This is tho general form of a parabolic PDS that has been used through

out this paper only extended to two dimensions. As a part of the notation a 

new subscript k will appear, k pertains to the y direction, such that 

O^k^K where K/y is the upper bound on the y values, k is comparable to i and 

j, and K to I and J.

Explicit Kothod

Recalling the manner in which the explicit method was derived for one 

dimonsion, the same procedure is applied here to all three partials. Each 

partial is evaluated at u^^j. The explicit method then becomes

t yj/rt'y'1- + L/v- 'Z.'v

+ 0 ~ L Q r I -zl/' /,/<, •

For simplicity let z?x - and /? / - y2 • Rearranging,

tho method becomes

By using the stability procedure outlined in the appendix twice, first on 

one family of parallel planes, ie hold one of the subscripts constant, and 

then applyingthsse rosults to the procedure again, it is possible to show 

the method is, according to Gerald (3), stable for +0yz} ~ »

In order to solve this equation the following boundary conditions are 

necessary: u(x,y,0), u(O,y,t), u(l,y,t), u(x,0,t), and u(x,l,t).
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For the same reason that ths explicit method was unsatisfactory in the one 

dimensional caso, it is even more so now. A method not so restricted 

(unconditionally stable) in two space is desired.

Implicit Method sa

in an attempt to avoid this riITT anility, the implicit method is

considered. Tho method can be extended into two dimensions in the same manner

as was done for the explicit method. The method then becomes

•J’V/ZZ V J^yL.'V i, K + l, “3. T///X ; -+

or

A-YzL4/,V/ /< z< j 7 r ~,
7 > > Ay/, / a -2y/y/<-/7 1.] -f- O

-2 2y- 'Vi,Ki'? + l - ~ JS 'Vi,

It can be shown that the method is, in fact stable for all values of/7. 

Carnahan (1) states that it can be also shown that the method is slow to 

converge and if extended beyound two dimensions, it is no longer uncondit

ionally stable.

Crank-Nicolsen Method

In another attempt to sucsssfully avoid the difficulity caused by the 

explicit method, a third method will bo presented. The Crank-Nicolsen method

will be derived for one dimension and then extended into two.
©

This method is derived in almost the same manner as the implicit method. 

The difference i3 that the central differenca equation is used to evaluate 

the partial with respect to t Instead of the forward difference equation. As 

a result of using the central difference equation, the error which is inherent 

in each of the approximations aro of tho same order, ie„ O(ix) and CU’t) .
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Carnahan (l) proposed that instead of evaluating tho central difference 

equation at th® point j, it is evaluated at a point half way between the 

jth and the j+1 time levels; it is evaluated at the point u^,j+l. In 

addition to this, the stop size of ,dt is cut in half, making it it/2.

With these changes, the central difference equation is

j£- >/. , _ 'V'/ aV' -"Vi, ■? ^/z
2. (WaJ

Since the partial with respect to t was evaluated at the point Uj^j+A, then 

the partial with respect to x must ba evaluated at the same point. This is
- ii

accomplished by taking the average of the second order difference equations 

evaluated at u^j and u^, j+p Using these modifications to the difference 

equations, the Crank-Uicolsen method becomes

I ^1/ l'f-1 J < - ''V /y 7 +• ZV /-// /zrf-li W-

D -h 6 9 = /3

or

+ x - -X-B) 'I',, ^4! =

v,-t» z -v, - /, 3,7 - -z ( AgA.. vj __ D
With the method having been established, the next step is to extend it 

into two dimensions. This process is carried out exactly in the same manner 

as in the previous two. Care should be taken, though, to make sure that the 

new partial is evaluated at the correct point; ui,k,j+|* This is again 

accomplished by taking the average of the point just above and the one just 

below. The method, in a simplified form, is
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4+/J ~t /,/<¥/, <-/,-/</7 4'

“ ^-x ~bJ^ )',/<, ^-h/ - - 7xL 'Vt+t'K^ .j. + /Vj~t/,<,iS]-~

This method is stable for all values ofand remains so. Gerald (3) 

states that the method is slow to converge. Instead of looking for another 

method, this one will be modified so that its rate of convergence is 

increased. Carnahan (l) proposed a method called the Alternating Crank- 

Nicolsen Method. Tho process is to split the method up into two independent 

methods that when combined, accurately approximate the orginal PDE. In the 

pase of the Crank-Nicolsen, the division is such that it amounts to first 

evaluating the equation at ^itk, j+f for the x ant t partials, and at Uifi>tj 

for the y partial. This results in an intermediate value whioh is then 

applied to the second half of the alternating method. The second half of the 

method consists of evaluating the t and y partials at the point ui,k,j+|» &nc* 

the x partial at a point halfway between an^ the intermediate point

found in the first half of the method. This method could be seen in the same 

light as & conservative fcrce field in physics; no matter what path is taken 

within the field, the end result is the same. In the case of the alternating 

method, instead of going directly to the point halfway between the jth and 

j+1 time levels with respect to both x and y, the method first goes to that 

point with respect to x only and then with respect to y. In order to write the 

method in a shorter form, the second order difference equation with respect to 

x and at the point j will be written as • A similar

notation will be used for the y partials. The intermediate value will be

t 4 n \



designated by an underlined character. The equations, as given in Carnahan 

(1), are:

- aiLit Lai /, iS^'v K / V
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I
COMPARISON OF COMPUTER PRINT OUTS

Thia now, is the end of the main body of this paper. Having 

presentod the finite difference approximations to partial derivatives 

and some methods using these approximations,a comparison between two of 

the methods and the actual value is presented. This comparison will be 

presented through the solutions toth® vapor diffusion problem that was 

stated at the end of the explicit method.

In the tables that follow, the first column, T, is the time, in 

seconds, at which the readings were taken, the second column, E , is the 

absolute value of the difference between the analytic solution and the 

explicit solution, the third, E^, is this same difference between the 

analytic and implicit solutions. The final two columns deal with the 

order of the error. The order of the error was defined earlier as O(z-X) + 

O(z'it), for both the explicit and implicit methods. For the purposes of 

this analysis, it will be modified to read 0(,^+/-t). If either zj_x or Z’t. 

is much smaller than the other, the approximation is very good. The last 

two columns consist of the multiples which satisfy the definition of E= 

0(/7x^+ZJt.)=M(/;x2+/,t), where M Is a constant. The third column, E/Ee, is 

the values of M which satisfy the equation/for E for the explicit 

approximation, and the last column, E/E^,ar« the valuos of M which pertain 

to the implicit solution. This value of M provides a convenient way to 

compare the errors of the different solutions under different conditions.

The table is also divided up into sections called runs. These runs

(21)



are numbered on* through five* These numbers correspond to the run ef the 

computer print out, eg., run 2 is the result ef the second run by the 

explicit and implicit Methods. The exception to this rule in the first 

run only. In that case, the first explicit and fifth implicit runs are 

compared. This pairing is such that the conditions under which the 

approximations are made are identical, le,, equal values ef x, t, , and 

order of error. The pairing of the fifth implicit run to both the first 

and fifth explicit runs was done because, in the one dimensional case, 

the implicit nethod is independent of the boundary and initial condition 

conflict. This can easily be seen from the dlargam of the implicit method 

on page 13. At the end of a particular value of x within a run, each of 

ths last two columns are averaged.

T Be Bi B./E Bi/B

Run #1 75 .38 .35 1.46 1.34
£■.26 100 .46 .41 1.76 1.57

y?*.28 175 .35 .28 1.25 1.07
x=10cm 250 .22 .14 0.84 0.53

325 .13 .04 0.50 0.15
400 .15 .04 0.57 0.15
500 .01 .08 0x02 0x22

0.91 0.73
Run #2
Ex.2$ 125 .51 .27 2.04 1.08J* 250 .19 1.36 0.76

x»5om 375 .61 .03 2.44 0.12
500 .3fc .06 1.36

lZoO
0,24
0.55

x=10cm 125 .40 .11 1.60 0,44
250 .96 .09 3.84 0.36
375 .41 .18 1.64 0.72
500 .93 .21 3.72 0.84

2.70 0.59

(22)
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T Ee Ei Ee/E Ei/E

x=15 125 1.90 .55 7.60 2.20
250 .18 .51 0.72 2.04
375 ..73 .36 2.92 1.44
500 .33 .25 1.00

3.14 I.67

Run #3 25 .17 .16 0.56 0.53
E=,3 100 .41 .37 1.36 1.23
/=.2 175 .32 .27 1.06 0.90

x=10cm 250 .21 .15 0.70 0.50
350 .09 .03 0.30 0.10
450 .02 .04 0.06 0.13
500 .00 .07 0.00 0.23

0.57 0.51

Run #4 250 1.75 .27 3.12 0.48
E=,56 500 1.02 .07 1.82 0.12

2.47 0.30
x=5cm - -
x=10cm 250 1.16 .18 2.07 0.32

500 6.37 .36 IP? 0.64
6772 0.48

x=15cm 250 5.49 .87 9.80 1.55
500 8.47 .49 0.87

---- 127^6 1.21

Run #5 75 .15 .35 0.57 1.34
E=.26 100 .24- .41 0.92 1.57

/=.28 175 .17 .28 0.65 1.07
X=10cDl 250 .07 .14 0.26 0.53

325 .00 .04 fi.OO 0.15
400 .05 .04 0.19 0.15
500 .07 .08 0.26 0.J0

0.40 0.73

In the derivation of the explicit method, it was stated that the

method would not converge if z7>B/2. This was also part of the stimulius

to finding the implicit method, a method that was -convergent for all

values of J. This is the first consideration of thi3 analysis. In ths 

problem under consideration, B=l/.119. Therefore, the critical value is
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l/2*,119 or 4.18 sec/cm2, This value must now be put in the dimensionless 

system that is used elsewhere in the paper. Due to the statement of the 

problem, 1=500 sec., and 1=20 cm.. Therefore, 4,18 seo/cm2=4.18*400/500= 

3.36. This is the critical value for stability and convergence of tho 

explicit method. Looking at the table, the second and fourth runs are 

certainly above the critical value. All others aro well below.

By examining the third column of the fourth run, it is quickly 

seen that the magnitude of the errors are much greater than any where else 

in ths table; this is particularly evident when compared to the fourth
J

column. The size of the error in the explicit method can not be attributed 

to the truncation error of the difference approximation; tho implicit 

method would suffer the same result, and it did not. The fact that the 

orror in th© explicit method is much greater than any where else in the 

table, and many times greater than the implicit method, under the same 

conditions, would indicate instability in ths method. In the second run, 

in which /I is closer to being stable than in the fourth, the Instability 

can also be seen. The explicit orrors are about double those of the 

implicit method and generally larger than the rest of the table. Notico 

that even though it fell apart, it did not fall apart as bad as in the 

fourth run.

The next consideration is that of the trends of the errors. Only
e

runs 1,3, and 5 will be discussed here. Runs 2 and 4 do not possess 

enough terms to enable a general trend to bo established. For the runs 

mentioned, it can be observed that in the case of the explicit method, 

the magnitude of the error (third column) starts off large, increases, 

peaks, and then starts to decrease. In the case of the implicit method.

(24)
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the errors started of scalier, increased, peaked at about the sane tine, 

as the explicit method, at a smaller value, started to decrees, and then 

started to increase again. These trends are due to the term to which the 

E#thod convergos, It is shown in tho appondix, that for the explicit 

Eothod, the error E0=3*R/(l-R), w’noro 3 and R are defined in the appendix. 

This can be rewritten a.3 Ee=MZ where M is a constant and Z=B*3. In tho 

appendix, Z is defined as the upper bound on /3t(0(.,,'x)2+O(/Jt)). By 

recalling how 0 is defined on page 3, and noticing the ^x, /Jt, and x are

held constant in each of these runs, io 570=0, the error equation becomes
B

E#=Mi ci,5+f$, 0<jS<t. From the oxprossion for the analytic solution, 

which is givon on page 10, lt is possible to show that
p -Bt

7) = /
where Cr=(4+l6(-l)n/(n/z), t^=7/n/2O, and

E=,119n^7^/bQO, Then as t approachos infinity tho pth partial with 

respect to t approachos zero. The result is, that if the method is stable, 

then as t increases, the oxplicit method convergos to zero, or that tho 

third column goes to zero. A similar argument i3 possible to explain th9 

actions of the implicit method. It also explains the variations in the 

error,if t Is held constant and x varies. In this caso, tha partial with 

rospect to x included* trig function;, as a result, the error tends to 

fluctuate.

— — *



SUMMARY



By looking at the errors in the previous section, it is seen that 

the two methods agree closely. This would imply that, due to the simplicity 

of the method, the explicit method should be used in prefrence to the other 

method, if possible. The implicit method should be used in those instances 

in which the time span, for which the PDb must be solved, is so long that, 

using a stable explicit method, would require too many steps as to render it 

useless. In my opinion, the Crank-Nicolsen, and even more so, the Alternating 

Crank-Niclosen method should be used as a last resort. The amout of caculation 

required by these methods is so extensive, as to render the methods useful 

only when the other methods fail. Por example, in order to solve the heat 

transfers problem which follows, the Alternationg Crank-Nicolsen requires 

about four to five times the number of statements that are required by the

explicit method. It is also esiits.-s.tod that the Method would take about three 

or four times as long to solve on tho computer.

The type of analysis presented in the section on the comparison of 

the computer print outs, leads to some important consequences. If the 

function to be approximated is such that there are no upper bounds to one 

or more of the partials, then no matter hew small the delta step sizes, the 

magnitude of the errors will increase in that direction. In general, it sayes 

that these approximating methods are very dependent on the derivatives of 

the solution function. The methods work best on functions which have

derivatives which are bounded, that is, stable functions.

I would like, at this point, to consider the fact that these methods 

are in fact approximations. The fact that these methods do not give ’exact* 

answers is sometimes considered a shortcoming. This is hardly the case.

(26)



It should ba recalled that thia method for the purpose of solving problems 

that were encountered in the solution of physical situations. In that 

case, direct measurements are necessary in order to find the necessary 

data to solve the PEE by any means, or to even describe the problem. These 

measurements are never exact. Therefore, even an exact solution can not 

give an exact answer. By choosing the delta steps small enough, the error 

contributed by the numeric method can be made so small that it does not 

affect the result any more than the error due to the measurements. In 

that case, the approximation is as good as the analytic solution.

On of the biggest advantages of these methods Is their adaptability 

to computer programs. By use of these methods, programs are possible 

which enable large quanties of PES problems, under varying conditions, to 

be solved in relatively short periods of time.

If answers are the desired result, and actual physical problems are 

the source of the problem; the finite difference methods provide a 

simple, accurate means of finding the answers.
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THE WALLS OF A SQUARE PIPE

with outside dimensions of 10cm on a

This pip© carries a substance whose

HEAT FLOW IN

Problem

Consider a square pips 

side and with 4cn thick walls,

temperature varies aooording to the function f(t). Half the height of 

the pipe is buried in a solid that is massive enough that its temperature 

is not influenced by the temperature changes of the pipe. The temperature
J

J

of th© solid varies according to time, the distanco perpendicular to the 

length of tho pip®, and the depth into tho solid. The top half of tho 

sides of the pip® are submerged in a liquid that is kept at a constant 

temperature of O°Cj this liquid doss not cover the top of th© pipe. 

Instead, the top of the pipe is covered by an insulating material whose 

insulating ability changes according to time and position across the width 

of the pipe. Aa a result, the heat loss from the top of tho pipe Is 

determined by the function d(x,t). If the pifce is at a uniform temperature 

of 0°C at t=0, and if the temperature of the massive solid at the baso 

of the pipe is given h(x,t), and along its sides by g(x,t), plot the 

temperature distributions within tho walls of the pips at times t=2.0,

5.0, and 10.0 seconds. Find th® heat distributions for a steel pipe.

The necessary functions mentioned above ares

f(t)=100*ln(t+l)

h(x,t)=5*t*(x+l)

g(x,t)=5*(x+t)
4- -’- c=d(x,t)=X*(x-10)/(t+l )
5- V



An*lysis

It is assumed that tho pips is uniform throughout its material.

It is also assunod that the condition and state of tho pip® is oonstant 

throughout tho length of tho pipe. As a result of this, there is no 

heat flow in ths direction of tho length of tha pipe, and any cross- 

section is th® samo as any other. With those assumptions, at any instant 

and any point along the length of tho pips, its cross-section looks 

like this:
A A A A

d(x,t)

5cm
4cm Liquid at constant 

temperature of 0°C

-4cm-

******************
Massive A
solid

Liquid in 
pipe at '4cm- 
temp f(t)

*********************
A - ‘-J

4cm
5cm

g(O.t) g(lO,t)

h(x,t) -t>,
10cm

This particular problem will bo solved using the explicit method.

j-->
Heat transfer in two dimensions obeys the following equation:

a aa

vhere B is determined by the material in which ths heat flow occures.

l/B is often termad the thermal diffusivity of the material and is defined 

as the thermal conductivity divided by both the heat capacity and tho

(28)
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density. For steel, l/B=.107/(,107*7.85). The constants C and D in the 

general equations used earlier in the paper are zero in this problem

In order to use the explicit method, it is necessary to find values 

for /"x and /fy and z't, for which the method is stable. The stability 

condition for two dimensions is ^t/Cx^+zy2)?! jB i/8, or if £ x equals/>y, 

z2t//?x2^ 1.4 satisfies the equation. B is known in terms of seconds and 

centimeters. In order to bo consistent with the development used in this 

paper it is necessary to convert it to tho same dimensions used forzJx,/2y,
J

and/t. From the statement of the problem, it is seen that the time

span equals 10 seconds, and tho length equals 10 centimetors. Therefore,

1.4 sec./cm2 = 1.4*(l/l0/(l/l0)2) =1.4*(10)=l4. This is now in

dimensionless term3, or the same units as x,y,and t. The stability

requirement then becomes ,?t/zx j^l4. By letting z?x and/~y equal ,05,

and Z?t equal .025, the stability conditions are satisfied. With these

conditions, the heat transfer will bo evaluated every .5 cm in each

direction, and every .25 seconds. Using these- values for the delta step 
2 2sizes results in a truncation error of &*0(.05) +0(.05) +O(.O25), or an 

error of less than 0(.03). The explicit method reducos to 

/l/B(vi+itktj+Vi.ltkj+vitk+itj+vitk.i,j)+(l-47/B)vi,ic,j=vi,k,j+l .

The next consideration is to put the initial and boundary 

conditions into forms that are compatible to the difforenco equations and 

to establish a set of priorities to deal with the conflicts. In ordor to 

deal with the conflicts consistently, the initial state has top priority, 

followed by the xboundaries, and finally the y boundaries. Following are

(29)
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the given functions, their conversion to compatible forms, and the 

conditions under which they apply:

f(t)=1001n(t+l) C .=100 ln(J';t+l) 8^i<12
, 8-k*12

h(x,t)=5t(x+l) v. k .=5*j/±(i£x+l) 0ii420
• k=0

g(x,t)=5*xft vi,k.^(ii'x+j^t) i=0 or 20
0k<10

=0 =0 • 1=0 or 20
iOz-k20

Msd(x,t)=x(x-10)/(t+l) vlxk. t(l x~10) +vi,kj.i
j-t+i 0'V20

k»20

Program

In putting the initial and boundary conditions into compatible 

forms, the subscripts no longer agree with the notation used throughout 

the paper. This is a result of the Fortran language; it can*t accept a 

aero subscript. The subscripts in the program will be those used in th® 

paper plus one. The program used to solvo the problem is listed in the 

appendix. The square pips does not appear square on the plot. This is 

duo to the automatic spacing of the printing machine. It prints ten 

spaces per inch horizontally, and six lines por inch vertically. The 

plot Itself appears as a set of alphabetic characters. The relation

between those characters and the heat distribution is listed bo low,►

A 000 to Oil °C F 120 to 131 °c K 270 to 281 °C
B 024 035 G 144 155 L 294 305
C 048 059 H 168 179 M 318 329
D 072 083 I 192 203 X 330 up
E 096 107 J 216 227

Each letter represents a heat span of 12°C, Consecutative letters do not
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represent consecutative heat spans. Instead there is a 12°C span 

batween each letter. When plotted, this will allow the temperature 

changes to be apparent. The value of the intermediate blanks can be found 

by taking the average of the temperatures on either side of it. Below
■z

each plot, the temperature of the substance inside the pipe will be 

printed out, and also the time of the plot.

J
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EXPLICIT METHOD CONVERGENCE PROOF

(one dimensional)

A method is said to converge if, &s/x and Jt are made infinetly 

small, the approximation approaches the actual value,1 The discretization 

error, w, as it is defined by Carnahan (l), is just the difference between 

the approximation and the actual value. It is defined as, w=u-v. It 

should be recalled, that as a matter of notation, u represents the exact 

expression and v the approximation. In terms of w, the method converges if 

v approaches zero as/Jx and/?t approach zero.

By means of the Taylor expansion, expand u^j, , j about u^,j for n=4, 

and u-j (about u^^j for n=2. By including the error terms in the form of 

the 0 operator, this results in an exact expression and not an approximate

one. Add the two expressions for u^+jtj and u^_itj and solve for ♦

Solvo the remaining expression for . By substituting these equations

into equation (6), the following equation results-

2 > C, ■? D -

Solving for and regrouping gives

By the definition above, w^j+i=u^( j+l-^i* j+p Then by subtracting the 

above equation from equation (7), rearranging, and by the definition of

«.» 4-V^o "1 rvr.r4 Afim+• ■< nwe



4- D ~ 0 + 2 A
XZz^// - i'+i/ j. +-^Z'/-/y y. ) -t C B ~i~C-^^- X. XjxXz/, y 4 ?■// 7

By taking the absolute value of both sides and using the triangular

inequality

U^7, .^4,/ £ ^//-X 7/4 /£ C^-X;?//^'/)]

Define a value tf(r), such that W(r) is ths maximum value of all value (w^jj ' 

for all posible values of i and all values of r, such that j^rZj. Similarly „ 

define Z(r) for Zi,j» Because of these definitions, W(r) and Z(r) are 

increasing functions of r. Also, due to the fact that the PDE is accurately 

defined at t=0, W(0)=0. By substituting in the values for W and Z

^ (74/J £ ///j/£xx^zZx? + 1 8-t£ 4 ?MJ

According to this equation, the largest value of Z(r) that can effect the 

error W is Z(J-l).^ For simplicity Z will be defined as Z(J-l)/ B .

Consider now, two separate cases ,

B tCtfzZ -XX >O

n 1-c a a- - x 2 o . •

In the first case ‘

M I! //?/[&4C x/- z^;

Define Rj as

Il'elL
^It i3 important to recall how J is dofinod. It is tho value, which 

when multiplied by /9t results in the maximum value of t. Therofoe,
(J+l)*Z/t is not defined.
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The first case then reduces to '
<

w(j+iXRl*'rf(j)+s •

In the second case -
c*

W(J+l)^l/B(2;-B-Cz:t+2')^(j)+a. .
z,

W(j+l)^l/B(^>B-Cz,t)W(j)+S. ' ■ .

Define R2 as . '

l/B(4?-B-C/:t).

Case two reduces to

w(j+i)iR2*tf(j)+a.

Then for either case*

w(i)iW(o)+a=a 

W(2).R*rtr(i )+2=R*S+Z=(R+l )z 

W(3)iR*W(2)+g=R(R=l)Z+2=(R2+R+1)2 

W(4)ZR*W(3)+a-=R(R2+R+i )S+Z=(R3+R2+R+1 )Z 

W(j)<2;'Ra .

The maximum orror, W(J) can then be written as 

W(J) Z<Ra.
<y- c

If the method is to converge, then as z?x and Z?t approach zero, W(J)

2must approach zero. As /7t approaches zero, J approaches infinity , As 

a result, W(J) can be written as

W(J) V-R .
‘Z- o

This is nothing more than a geometric series, and will oonverge only if 

|R)^1.

Ias was mentioned earlior, W(0)3=0 due to the initial conditions, 
jis waa defined at the beginning of the paper, J*-t=l, By solving

for J it becomes J=l/t. In this form it i3 easily seen that as z,t goes 
to 0, J approaches infinity.
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In the first case then ' *

,B/ ♦Ri-2/.=B+CAt-2^>0 •

and for convergence if JRjJ<1, then

^i/2.
In tho second case 

2z- |B I *R2=B-sC/ t-2^ ■- 0

and convergence is possible only if lRz/-<l, then 

2X^|Bi*R2^©/

^/B//2.

Therefore for both cases, the explicit siathod converges forzX|B//2, 

fact, the error will converge to

2*R/(1-R).

By the definition of 2, as 4x and /it approach zero, so does Z»

In

(A4)
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STABILITY CONDITIONS 

(one dimensional)

Earlier is was stated that a method for testing the stabilty of an 

approximating nethod would be presented; this is that presentation.

Stability is concerned with the effects that round-off and truncation will 

have on the convergence of the approximation. An approximation nethod will 

be considered stable if its amplification factor^-", Is always less the 

or at most, equat to one. is defined as the magnitude of the error vector 

of the J+l time level divided by the magnitude of the jth time level. This 

matric and vector approach is presented by Gerald (3).

Ths following definitions are necessary for this nethod.

Definitions: ,

Uj is the vector (uitj, U2fj,..............•uI-l,tp

Uj is ths vector u? j.«»♦»»»•»»T,1,j) where is the value

in the i,jth position due to the introduction of an error.

Ej is the vector ............®I-l,j)» where Ej=Uj-Uj and infact

is the error vector of the jth tine level.

A is the linear operator such that Uj+j=A*Uj. It will be assumed 

h here that A is non-singular. It will b® shown later that if

this is not the case, that the method cannot be solved.

By these definitions, the following equation is possible 

(Al) Ej+1=Ujtl-n;H.1.A«Uj-A«Oj=A(Uj-BJ)=.A<E-j.

This simply says that the error is propagated by the same process as

X . _ t



the values of U^+i are found. This is what was meant when it wa3 said

that if A was singular the method could not be solved. This will enable the 

the matrix A to be found when an approximating method is actually checked.

It was stated that A would be assumed to be non-singular. Then 

according to Birkhoff and Mac Lane, A spans a vector space of the same 

dimension, which is 1-1. There then exists I-l independent vectors
9

(bpbg,...... ^I-i) which also span the same vector space. Because tho b’s

»nd A span the same vector space and due to characteristic value theory,

A*b^=Li*bi for i=l to I-l and where the L’s are constants. The L values are

commonly known, in this context, as eigen values and the b’s as eigen vectors.

It is then possible to write equation (Ai) as 
j-i

E j+l=A(f ,Caba )= - A*Caba= ^caA*ba=£caLaba.

12 k {2/Sjl =<-Ca ba; .W2=£<C.La)J-i,bai2
*/-/

whero / / means the magnitude of. By the definition given-above for 
1 !2/i2=S(CaLa)2'ba p/lc^ba ?2.

<‘f-t <7 = /
Then, if the system is to be stable.

ba j ^«XCaLa)2 jba |.

For simplicity, it is going to be assumed that jba/ is constant for all 

values of a. This gives
i.Ca2>£(Ca2La2). . .

1
Then if La£l for all a’s, the stability condition is satisfied. The 

following are specific examples of this method.

Going back to where the eigen values were first introduced, this

equation showed up 

A*bj=Ljbi.

> <



It can be rewritten as

(A*L*l)b=O

where I is the 1-1 by 1-1 idenity matrix, b is the vector (b|,,b2......... bI-l)

and L is the vector (Lp Lg,......Lj_^)♦ If this equation is to have a

solution, the determinant of (A-L*I) must ba equal to zero. Solving for >- 

sero then gives the eigen values.

For the explicit method this result in the following
I

A=

k i 0 0 0 .......................0 0 0|
l k i o o ............... o o o:
0 3 k 1 0 .......................0 0 0

0 0 0 ............................. 3 k 1
0 0 0 ............................. 0 1 k'

k= -2+(Oz2t+B)/^ jBj *sin2(A?x/2),

and for the implicit method

A=
3

k 1 0 0 0 ........................0 0 O'
1 k 1 0 0 ....................... 0 0 0
0 3 k 1 0 ....................... 0 0 0

..... ................... ..

5Vo’:::::::::::::::;’k 
0 0 0 ............................... 0 1 kJ

k= -2+(CZIt-B)/^

The Crank-Nicolsen is

=l/( l+4*zl/ /B f *sin2QSz7x/2)).

m 1 0 0 0 ......................... 0 0 0
1 m 1 0 0 ......................... 0 0 0
0 1 m 1 0..........................0 0 0

-1 k 1 0 0 0 
1 k 1 0 0 
0 1 k 1 0

0 0 0 ............................1 m 3 000...
0 0 0 ............................... 0 1 m i 000...

1 k 1 
oik

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0

k=2+(CZ£-B)/?
m=2-(Cz;t-B)//l =»(2-4* 7 B ,'*sin2(' .x/2)

(2+4 ^{ / / B / * s in^ y /, x/ 2)

z . \



CONSISTENCY CONDITIONS

(one dimensional)

Consistency is the final characteristic of the finite approximations 

that will bo considered. It is closely related to uniqueness in other 

branches of mathematics. A method is termed consistent if it does in fact 

approximate the orginal PDB and not sans other. At this point, several 

different methods will be considered, one of which has not been mentioned 

before this. The conditions for their consistency will be examined. The 

truncation error E, was defined as the difference between the finite 

difference approximation and the PDB. It is Just the error term that is 

derived from Taylor’s expansion. Carnahan (1) presented the following 

examination ef the consistency conditions.

For both the explicit and implicit methods, the truncation error was 

found to be E*O(2t)-K)(/-x)2. From this it is easy to see that as zzx andzZt 

approach aero so does the error E.

The truncation error of the Crank-Nicelsen was found to be B«0(/Jt)2+ 

0(/2x) . This method also, is unconditionally consistent. As zzx and/Zt 

approach zero, the error does the same, in fact, it approaches zero faster 

than the error of the implicit and explicit methods.

IXi Fort-Frankel proposed the following method

<n-i,j -n,j-i -n,j+i^i+i,j)Z^«2+<n,>i %>i)M
This method results in the error below

E=O(dx)2+O(zlt)2+O(zA2//x )S^t/22x)2*



If Z?t///x2 is hold constant, then as /vx and z/t approach zero, the method is 

consistent, E approaches zero. If, however, z?t//jc is held constant, then

as /;x and /-t approach zero, the error approaches Ut//ix)2JtZi u± In this
.f a. A * J

, instead of approximating the orginal PDE, , lt approximates
> "Z $4-

case
S'



4

COMPUTER PROGRAMS



*» ’• < £

Explicit roathod

1LAe$ LAWRENCE PROSPER THESIS PROGRAM-
2 REM EXPLICIT METHOD
10 DIM V<30#30)
20 PRINT ’TYPE IN THE LENGTH OF THE COLUMN# LENGTH OF TIME SPAN' 
30 INPUT X1#T1
40 PRINT ’TYPE IN ft OF STEPS OF X#T*
50 INPUT X2#T2
60 IF X2*T2.<=0 THEN 300
70 X3=X1/X2
72 T3 = T1/T2
74 D= • 119
76 L1=D*T3/X3t2
80 I1=X2 + 1
82 J1=T2 + 1
84' Pl=3.14159
90 PRINT ’TYPE IN VALUES FOR, C(0#0 )#C<20>0 ) ’
100 INPUT V<1#1 )#V<Il#1 )
110 FOR 1=2 TO X2
120 V< I#1 )=2
130 NEXT I
140 PR I NT’LANDA=’J LI
142 PRINT ’TIME’# ’DISTANCE’# ’GASS CONCENTRATION APPX-*
150 FOR J=2 TO J1
160 V<1#J)=O
162 Vdl#J)=10
170 NEXT J
160 FOR J=2 TO J1
190 FOR 1=2 TO X2
200 V<I# J) = L1*<V<1-1# J-l > + V<1 + 1# J-l> > + <1-2*L1>*V<I#J-l>
2 50PRINT <J-1)*T3#(I-1 >*X3#V<I#J)
260 NEXT I
270 NEXT J
260 PRINT’TYPE IN # OF STEPS OF X#T« IF WANT OUT TYPE 0#0’
290 GO TO 50 
300 END

(A10)



1/ RUN '
16:22 FEB 21 RUNPAAA. . .
TYPE IN THE LENGTH OF THE COLUMN/ LENGTH OF TIME SPAN 
720/500
TYPE IN # OF STEPS OF X/T 
72/14
TYPE IN VALUES FOB CCO/O>/C(20/0>
70/10
LANDA= 4.25000E-02
TIME DISTANCE GAS$ CONCENTRATION APPX
35.7143 10 2.25500
71 .4266 10 2.46832
107.143 10 2.70182
142.857 10 2.89716
178.571 10 3.07590
214.286 10 3.23945
250.000 10 3.38910
285.714 10 3.52603
321 .429 10 3.65131
357.143 10 3.76595
392.857 10 3.87085
428.571 10 3.96682
464.2 86 10 4.05464
500.000 10 4.13500

TYPE IN # OF STEPS OF X/T. IF CANT OUT TYP£ 0/0
74/4
TYPE IN VALUES FOB C(0/0 )/C(20/0 )
70/10
LANDA = .595000
TIME DISTANCE GASS CONCENTRATION APPX

125 5 .810000
125 10 2
125 15 6.76000
250 5 1 .03610
250 10 4.12415
250 1 5 5.65560
375 5 2.25701
375 10 3.31697
375 1 5 7.29131
500 5 1 .54477
500 10 5.05102
500 1 5 6.53825

(All)



TYPE IN 
?2 >20 
TYPE IN 
?0>10 
LANDA = 
TIME

# OF STEPS OF X> T •

VALUES FOE C(0>0)>

2 .97500E-02
DISTANCE

25 10 2.17850
50 10 2.34638
75 10 2.50427
100 10 2.65277
125 10 2.79243
1 50 10 2.92378
1 75 10 3.04731
200 10 3.16350
225 10 3.27277
250 10 3.37554
2 75 10 3.47219
300 10 3.56310
325 10 3-64859
350 10 3.72900
375 10 3.80463
400 10 3.87575
425 10 3.94264
450 10 4.00556
475 10 4.06473
500 10 4.12038

IN # OF STEPS OF X>T. IF WANT OUT TYPE 0>0

VALUES FOR C<0>0 ) >C<20>0)

IF WANT OUT TYPE 0>0

C<20>0)

GASS CONCENTRATION APPX

TYPE 
?4>2 
TYPE 
?0>10 
LANDA= 
TIME 

250 
250 
2 50 
500 
500 
500

TYPE IN 
?2>14 
TYPE IN 
?2>2 
LANDA = 
TIME

IN

1 .19000
DISTANCE

5
10 
1 5 
5
10
1 5

# OF STEPS OF X>

GASS CONCENTRATION.APPX 
- .380000

2
11 .5200 
2.90440 
10.4966

-1 .61760
IF WANT OUT TYPE 0>0

VALUES FOR C(0>0)>C<20>0)

GASS CONCENTRATION APPX
• 25000E-02

DISTANCE
35.7143 10 2
71 .4286 10 2 .25500
107.143 10 2.48832
142 .857 10 2.70182
178.571 10 2.89716
214.286 10 3 .07590
250.000 10 3.23945
285*714 10 3.38910
321 .429 10 3.52603
357.143 10 3.65131
392.857 10 3.76595
428.571 10 3.87085
464.2 86 10 3.96682
500 .000 10 4.05464

TYPE
?0>0

IN if OF STEPS OF X> T. IF WANT OUT TYPE 0>0



(A14)



Implicit Solution
LISY\f

1 REE LAWRENCE PROSPER THESIS PROGRAM z
2 REM IMPLICIT METHOD
10 DIM AC 30j 30 ).»B < 30 > 30 FC 30 ).»VC 30 )
15 D=.119
20 PRINT’TYPE IN TH LENGTH OF THE COLUMN AND TIME LENGTH’ 
30 INPUT XbTl
40 PRINT’TYPE IN # OF STEPS OF X AND T’
50 INPUT X2jT2
60 IF X2*T2<=0 THEN400
70 X3=X1/X2
72 T3=T1/T2
74 L1=D*T3/X3t2
80 I1=X2+1
82 U1=T2+1
90 PR I NT’TYPE IN VALUES FOR CC0>0> AND CCIjO)’
100 INPUT X4,X5

, 105. PRINT ’TIME’>'DISTANCE'>'GASS CONCENTRATION APPX’
110 R=2*L1+1
112 MAT A=C0N(X2-nX2-l >
114 MAT B=C0N<X2-l.»X2-l >
116 MAT V=C0NCX2-l)
118 MAT F=C0NCX2-l)
120 MAT A = ZER
121 IF X2-l=l THEN 300
122 ACbl)=K
124 A(X2-nX2-l )=K 
130 V<11=2+0•
132 V<X2-1 )=2+Ll*10
142 AC 1,2)=-Ll • - '
144 ACX2-nX2-2 > = -Ll 
150 FOR 0=2 TO X2-2 
160 AC J,0)=A<n 1 )
162 AC 0,0+1 ) = -Ll 
164 AC J, 0-1 > = -Ll 
166 V<0)=2
170 NEXT 0
182 MAT B=INVCA)
200 FOR 0=1 TO T2
210 MAT F=B*V
220 PRINTJ*T3>X3>FC 1 )
230 VC1 )=FC1)
240 FOR 1=2 TO X2-1 
242 PRINT’ m*X3>FC I )
244 VC I)=FCI)
250 NEXT I•
257 VCX2-1 ) = L1*10 + FCX2-l)
265 NEXT 0
270 PRINT ’IF WANT OUT TYPE OH)'
280 GO TO 40 
300 VC1)=2+L1+1O 
305 AC 1,1 )=R 
310 GO TO 182



I
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RUN
22:23 MAR 21 LARRY1. • •
TYPE IN TH LENGTH OF THE COLUMN AND TIME LENGTH
720 .>500
TYPE IN # OF STEPS OF X AND T
72 > 4 -
TYPE IN VALUES FOR CCO, 0) AND CCI>0>
70 > 10
TIME DISTANCE GASS CONCENTRATION APPX

125 10 2.68786
250 10 3.21800
375 10 3*62659
500 10 3.94150

IF WANT OUT TYPE O.rO
TYPE IN it OF STEPS OF X AND T
7 4 >4
TYPE IN VALUES FOR CCO^ 0) AND C(I>0)
70 > 10 ■ ' «
TIME DISTANCE GASS CONCENTRATION APPX

125 5 1 .59779
10
1 5.

2.51960
4.31469

250 5 1 .56539
10 3.07631
15 5.52287

375 5 1.67811
10 3.54567
15 6.20208

500 5 1.82921
* 10 3.91237

15 6.61184

t A 4 Z \



F WANT 
TYPE IN

OUT
# OF

TYPc, -----------------
STEPS OF X AND T

72,20 
TYPE IN VAL'JES FOB C<0,0) AND C<1,0)
?0>10
TIME DISTANCE GASS CONCENTRATION APPX

25 10 2 • 16 348
50 10 2 •32749
75 10 ' ; 2 •47757
100 10 2 •61923
125 10 2 •75293
150 10 2 •87912
1 75 10 2 •99823
200 10 3 •11065
225 10 3 .21675
250 10 3 .31689
275 10 3 .41141
300 10 3 .50063
325 10 3 •58483
350 10 3 .66430
375 ' 10 3 .73931
400 10 3 .81011
425 10 3 .87693
450 10 3 .94000
475 10 3 .99953
500 10 4 .05572

IF WANT 
TYPE IN

OUT 
# OF

TYPE 0,0
STEPS OF X AND T

?4,2
TYPE IN VALUES FOE C(0,0) AND C(I,O)
70,1 0
TIME DISTANCE GASS CONCENTEATI ON APPX

250 5 1 .64401
10 2.98887
15 5.16472

500 5 1 .81260
10 3.76688
1 5 6.37494

IF WANT OUT TYPE 0,0
TYPE IN 8 OF STEPS OF X AND T
72, 14
TYPE IN VALUES FOE C<0,0) AND C(I,O)
72,2
TIME ’ DISTANCE GASS CONCENTRATION APPX
35. 7143 10 2 .23502
71 • 4286 10 2.45163
107 .143 10 2.65128
1 42 .857 10 2.83528
1 78 .571 10 3.00486
214 .286 10 3.16116
2 50 .000 10 3.30522
285 •714 10 3.43799
321 .429 10 3.56036
357 .143 10 3.67314
392 .857 10 3.77709
428 .571 10 3.87289
464 .286 10 3.96119
500 .000 10 4.04257

IF WANT OUT TYPE 0,0
TYPE IN Z* OF STEPS OF X AND T
?0,0

400 HALT



200,
Implicit method flow chart

C start J
10S==T==L

15

start

~T
dim A(3O,3O)

B(3O.3O) 
F(30) 
V(30)
V J*T3.X3,F(1)

20

D=.119
:e

160
A(j7j)=A(l.i) 
A(j,j+1)=-Ll 
A(j,j-1)=-Ll 
V(j)=2

ZZ2£

J=2 to X2-z
type in the 
length.........
...length.

Xl.Tl

122

V(1)=F(1)

240 . - _aK

A(x2-i,x2-l)=-Lli
7K

type in # of j 
step3 of x and

300
V(l)=2+Li*10 121
A(l,l)=k I

IT-
ATl.l>t j 
A(x2-1,x2-1)=

V(X2-l>Ll*10i
+F(X2-1)
26

w want out 

type 0,0

(A18)



Analytic Solution “

1 REM LAWRENCE PROSPER THESIS.PROGRAM
2 REM ANALYTIC SOLUTION TO VAPOR DIFFUSION PROBLEM
10 DIMAC 3)
20 D= . 1 1 9
21 L-20
22 Pl=3. 1415 9
40 PRINT • TIME—x J. * . J-j J VI lrilWU * .
45PRINT'-., 5CM 10CM 15CM*
50 FOR T=25 TO 500 STEP 25
50 A( 1 )=2.5 '
62 A(2)=5
63 A(3)=7»5
70 FOR N=1 TO 100
80 C = <4 + 16*<-1 >tN)/<N*Pl>
90 B=-D*T*<N*P1/L> t2 ’ '
100 FOR X=1 TO 3
110 S=SIN<N*P1*5*X/L>
120 A(X>=A(X>+C*S*EXP(B)
130 NEXT X
140 NEXT N
150 PRINT T,A<1 )JA(2)JAC3>
160 NEXT T
170 END

RUN - . '
16:55
TIME

MAR 14 RUNBBAA. 
DISTANCE

5 CM

• •

10CM 1
25 1.91923 2 .0002 5 , 2.32307
50 1.70567 2.02247 3.17771
75 1.52982 2.10763 3.89226
100 1.40604 2 .24230 4.43906
125 1.32903 • 2.40046 4.86249
150 1.29085 2.56519 5.19745
1 75 1.28306 2.72754 . 5.46787
200 1.29798 2.88322 5.69020
225 1.32912 3.03038 5.87599
2 50 1.37135 3.16840 6.03351
275 1.42071 3.29733 6.16883
300 1.47423 3.41747 6 .2 8643
325 1 .52971 3.52928 6.38970
350 1 .58560 3.63328 6.48121
375 1 .64077 3.72996 6»5 62 94
400 1 .69445 3.81982 6.63643
425 1.74615 3.90333 6.70288

.450 1.79553 3.98094 6.76328
475 1.84243 4.05306 6.81838
500 1.88676 4.12008 6.86884

170 HALT



f

Analytic solution flow chart

x=l to'3



Til-1000
1 ^000 C LA"?. Ea PnOLPSrl TEc.313 Pr. OGi.AE

R. 2 .000 c aaAT FLO*. I \’ SuJ-~i3S PlpS
3 .000 DI PEPE I OSA ( 2 1 , 2 1 ) , S ¥?• C 2 5 > x 7 < 2 1 72 1 >

.000 x . 1 > C 3 . U U 0 ) . y t , J D 1 3 L) i
s • 000 . . . 3 rl iP (J J G 0 0 0 ) D I 1 3 D : . 1 J> D tj 1
z3 .000 11 = 311 /Dl.+ l •
7 .000 AA=DA1Zbi+1.

I fc .000 okJ-—•
Iopo I 31 = o

1 A *1 r\• / *-t <0 132=14
9 . oo , .. . ( 3 x 2 1 0 0 ) E ‘T' x L LA •a Ax ~ LA

10 • 000 2000 - AT (3? 10 • 5 )
11 21 0 0 F0i..3tT<27 31 )

' 12 lOOO .\. 1 t C 1 > 2 p 30 ) D'X3 D i > 0 I > I I j *\r\ j j D11 3 IJ A 1 X 001
L2 ■ 2250 ‘ . 1 1 ‘ i • 5/
1 /' 1 ’ T.sS / OP PC I-XT5 IP EACH DI.'.ECTIQ\ 13 ’ X 3 P1
15 .000 I ’TEE 1.... '.ft. 111! EAGn DIeECTIOW IS’# 3P10 • S )
1 ' . 0 0 0 DO 100 A=lxAA
17 . ; 00 L 0 2 00 I = 1j 1 I
18 '• 0 j j ;-i V. I 3 ; x ) = U •
19 .000 200 COST IPO'S
20 .000 100 COPT I WOE
21 .000 3 EA D C 3 x 2000)C1A, C2.i>C3A
22 .000 r.SADC 3x2200 ) T

3 .000 2200 F0. .---AT ( F1 0 • 5 )
P4 .000 3~C2■.C3rC/ Cl a
25 .000 ALA.\ = d'T/ < LX*D>.)
26 .000 r 1 L, -i 1 ~ ’ D r i V / £}
2 7 . 00 0 DO 900 v=2x00
2ft • 0 0 0 : * 3 ~ VP — 1
c c. . . 0 r * \ ~ 1 0 0 • A L 0(3 ( i) i 1 C -$* 1 • )
30 • oofti DO 300 1=2x11-1
31 loo ) DO 400 3=2xaa-1
32 .000 ■ < I x . ) =.-il. 1 1 s < r-i ( I - 1 X A ) + .T ( I + 1 X A ) +A ( I 3 A + 1 )+A (
33 .0 00 1 (1“4 t iL.i 1 1 ) f i\ ( I X A )
34 400 COMrI MOE
n -O J . TOO 300 COST I SOS
36 DO 500 I=lxli
37 . ■ A 1=1-1
3ft .000 GF JW=5* (A I *Da+AJ*I)T >
39 HP'L5 = 5*A«J*DT * C AI ♦. .. + 1 • )
‘•i!J DF ;S = A1 ftbX* (A I ftbX- 10.) /(AJ+DT+1 • )
41 .000 DO ?>00 a— 1 ■> ua

42 • 000 AA=A-l
43 .000 IP(i.S3.1 .Oa. 1 .Eg.AA) GO TO 700



43 010 CONTINUE
44 000 i r C X • Eu. • 1 ) G 0 T 0 12300
44 010 CONTINUE
45 000 IECX.Ec.XX) GO TO 1000
45 010 CO MT I MJ IE
46 000 IFC I .GT. IE1 .AMD. I .LT • IE2 .A

010 1 GO TO 1300
47 000 A CI , X ) = 7 <1 , )
47 050 GO TO 600
4 b 000 700 C0MT I NJS
49 000 IFCX.LT.XX/2) GO TO 300
50 000 Ad, X ) =0 .
51 000 GO TO 600
52 000 boo AC I,X)=GE )>.'
53 000 GO TO 600
54 00 0 12100 A C I, X ) = HE J M
55 000 GO TO 600
56 000 1 000 A C I, X) — DT * Dr + 7 CI, X- 1 )
57 000 GO TO 600
59 000 1300 Ad,X)=FFJN
All 000 •500 CONTINUE
61 000 500 CONTINUE
A3 000 1ECA0+DT.GE.T) GO TO 150
A3 050 GO TO 900
6 4 000 1 5t) PM I TEC 1,2 300)
6 5 000 2300 • ■ AT(//’HEAT DISTHIt ’T 10
66 000 X=KX
66 000 1 50 DO 1400 1=1,II
59 000 Ir C I • G i • I 1 • A ND.I•L i . I E'P • A
;9 010 1 GO T01500
70 000 M = ACI,X)/12.+1 •
70 010 Ir C N•3 * •2 31 GO i 0 170
71 000 7d,l > = SY. <N> -
72 000 GO TO 1400
72 010 1 70 JC1, 1>=oLK
72 J 40 GO TO 1400
73 000 1 500 v’d,l )=BLA X
74 000 1400 CO MT IL MLS*
76 000 V..ITEC 1,22100 ) <Vd5,l>, IS
77 000 X = X-1
78 000 IECX.LT.1) GO TO 1600
79 000 GO TO 160
79 010 1600 PHITEd,2490)AC5,5),T
82 000 2400 FORMAT < ’ THE TEMPSiiATUnE I N
83 000 1 ’THE TIME OF Tr.IS PLOT I S’
84 000 READ<3,2200>T
85 000 IECT.LT.AO+DT) GO TO 1700
86 000 900 C0NT1NJE
87 000 1 700 ’.Ml I TEC 1 ,2 500 )
88 000 2500 FORMAT<’END OF HUN*)
89 000 END
E0 HIT AETEfs. 69.

MD

' )

U • :. • t; i • I 1 • A A •

= 1 , I I )

SIDE THE PIPE I 
tEl 0 • 5 )

. I E1 lt . is; >

LT • I

,F10.5/



Heat transfaro solution flow chart

start

r dimension 
A(21,21) 
sym (25) 
V(21,2i)

'ZDX,DI,DT
DI1,DK1,DJ1 (F 2000)

! II=DIl7DX+l 
KK=DKl/DI+l 
JJ=DJ1/Dr+1 
,...IE2=l4 V(I,K)=ALA1»

A(I,K)>>-------
isym, blank, 

blk

—......Ak
DX.DI.DT, 
n.KK.jj,

DI1,DK1,DJ1

(F 2100)

(F 2250)

100 ,_________ I

| FFUN=100*alog 
(D?*AJ+l)

1=2,11-1

V

900 
J=2,«JJ

nu r?» n ' &=«X«C3K7C1I 
uik,u^.k,ujx . • a.LA!-DT/IK*DX

1 »"> ALA1=ALAN/B

"1

(A)



I------- >

500

1=1,11 x

! J
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NOTATION

The notation that follows is the usage thqt is prevalent through's- 

out the text. If a symbol is used differently, is for a speoific 

purpose, it will be stated in the text at that time.

Text
t

i - the subscript that denotes, the variable’s placement in the 
x direction

k - the subscript that denotes the variable’s placement In the 
y diroction ,

j • the subscript that denotes the variable’s placement in the 
t diroction

I - the largest value that i can assume, I x=i
K - the largest value that k can assume, K y=l
J - the largest value, that j can assume. J t=l
u - the dependent valuable in the PD3, it is used in equations

which have exact solutions
v - the dependent varable in the PDE, it is used in equations 

. which approximate the solution
D,C,B - constants in the general form of the PCS

Jg - the stability amplification factor, must be not greater than
*• one for the method to be stable 
- the pth partial with respect to n, evaluated at a, by finite diff 
-Zt/z x2

0( ) - an operator used to express the truncation error in terras 
of the * s

Z,E - the truncation as derived from Taylor’s expansion
* - multiplication

Flow chart symbols

) - terminal points, start and end

prooess; equations, declarations
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i

read

i

start of do loops

tormina! point for do loops, connector

decission process; if statements

- off page connector
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